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However, considering games just as a matter of fun and money is definitely wrong.
Games also represent a challenging topic for researchers all over the world. One of the reasons is the correlation between problems that emerge in developing innovative game experiences and those typical of other conventional research fields in computer science. We can hence state that games are factually contributing to knowledge advancement.
Moreover, let us consider one of the well known ways through which games contribute to our society. Serious games are applications that couple the pure entertainment with a serious purpose [Michael and Chen 2005] . This feature is generally exploited to educate, train, heal, advertise, and inform. For instance, DroidGlove is a smart phone based game for wrist rehabilitation that provides the user with the task of performing a series of hand movements and verifies the result through the accelerometer sensor [Deponti et al. 2009] . Another interesting example is September 12th that is intended to make people aware about the counter-effects in using violence to resolve the problem of terrorism [Frasca 2010 ].
We can cite also the very famous Microsoft Flight Simulator, which is used as a first step even to train real pilots.
In essence, the usefulness of serious games is proven by a huge amount of available titles, not just very famous ones, but even very small productions that are created, for instance, to teach kids on proper waste recycle. The magic trick of the serious game approach lies in the fact that a positive aim can be reached through attracting people in an entertaining task. Yet, we argue that the positive development process on our society generated by the serious game paradigm is still very slow, with limited outcomes, not considering automatically generated data, and definitely not exploiting all of its potential.
The real impact of serious games on our society will happen when they will be utilized to gather the contribution of thousands, maybe millions, of player all around the world to address crucial and unsolved problems. In essence, we are waiting for serious games to be combined with crowd-sourcing and mobile users with sensor-equipped smart phones; this will create a major force able to tackle serious challenges that can be considered too complex for single users and even for computers.
The seed of this revolution has been already planted. Think to Google Image Labeler, which exploits game dynamics between two users to overcome the limitation of computers in tagging images [Google 2007] . Google Image Labeler is a web application that leaves this task to users who have to compete in suggesting tags, until the same tag is proposed by both players; then, that tag is associated to the image. Beside users' fun, the purpose of this game is to create a database of images with appropriate tags, overcoming the inability of computers in tagging/recognizing images. Indeed, once integrated with any simple keywords-based search engine, this database allows to simply using textual search keys to retrieve appropriate images. This example shows how serious games can exploit crowd-sourcing to tackle complex issues. Yet, this is not enough.
In fact, even this case is based on the classic game model with static users connected through their PCs; this neglects the enormous potential offered today by the more and more popular smart phones and their sensors (i.e., accelerometer, GPS, microphone, camera). [Ferretti et al. 2010] . Even better, information automatically generated by sensors available on smart phones may integrate the data generated by the community of players, generating new intelligence .
As a first example, we have imagined how a serious game could help those users that are disadvantaged in our society: people with illnesses or disabilities, or elders.
Revisiting the aforementioned example, we could extend the idea of Google Image Labeler in a pervasive context where, through their smart phones, users label the surrounding environment (e.g., crossroads, architectural barriers, parks, stores), rather than simple images, creating a participative augmented reality environment. A visually impaired person could then consume this pervasive information through her/his mobile device that is able to retrieve it and to transform its format (text, image, video, etc.) in audio, thus improving her/his autonomy.
If you are not yet convinced, then consider Google Maps. This very useful service can provide path information between any two locations for cars and pedestrians.
Unfortunately, it does not provide any information about the accessibility of suggested roads.
This is due to the fact that there are no digital data referring to this aspect, thus impeding to algorithms to consider accessibility for people with impairments when generating a path. A classic approach to address this problem would be that of paying somebody to create and continuously update this database. Clearly, on a worldwide scale, this represents a huge cost.
Instead, a much smarter and less expensive idea is to exploit a pervasive serious game where users are requested to take note of architectural impediments and accessibility on the street. By playing a treasure hunt type game, players could be asked to document through pictures a certain number of non-accessible curbs for wheelchairs, or they could be asked to record blind audible traffic signals of as many intersections as possible exploiting their phone's microphone. Then, these data will be integrated with the GPS coordinates of the smart phones and sent to a remote server. Thereby, the reward for players may be game points, free ring tones, or awards from the municipality; but the benefits for the whole society would be to overcome, at almost no cost, the tough challenge of having a continuously updated database with street accessibility information.
These few examples demonstrate how pervasive serious games could be employed to solve very complex issues and improve our society. Yet, as the process of inventing serious games is fun per se, we conclude with a final serious game for you. We challenge your mind to invent as many serious games as possible; then send us your more innovative and beneficial ideas and the best will be rewarded.
